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Journal of the National Comprehensive Cancer Network Special Issue on C3I Working Group Discussions

- The C3I Working Groups center around five areas: (1) diversity, equity, and inclusion; (2) family and social support systems; (3) implementation science; (4) sustainability; and (5) telehealth. Since the launch of the Working Groups, each group has met monthly to discuss the relevance of their focus on smoking cessation for patients with cancer who smoke, how C3I sites are addressing each area of focus, and a relevant research and practice agenda. The results of these Working Group meetings and discussions are presented in this special issue. Available from: https://jnccn.org/view/journals/jnccn/19/Suppl_1/jnccn.19.issue-Suppl_1.xml

International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health Special Issue on Tobacco Use and Treatment among Cancer Survivors

- Published in 2020, the special issue highlights advances in tobacco use assessment, counselling, pharmacotherapy, population-based approaches to treatment, guidelines for cancer care, impacts of co-morbid mental health on cessation outcomes, quality improvement, and improved methods of cessation. Available from: https://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijerph/special_issues/Tobacco_Use_Treatment_Cancer_Survivors.

For more information about the C3I initiative, visit cancercontrol.cancer.gov/brp/torb/cancer-center-cessation-initiative.